A numerical gradient flow procedure was devised to characterize minimal energy shapes of fusion pores connecting two parallel planar bilayer membranes. Pore energy, composed of splay, tilt, and stretching, was obtained by modeling each bilayer as two monolayers and treating each monolayer of a bilayer membrane as a freely deformable surface described with a mean lipid orientation field. Voids between the two monolayers were prevented by a steric penalty formulation. Pore shapes were assumed to possess both axial and reflectional symmetry. For fixed pore radius and bilayer separation, the gradient flow procedure was applied to initially toroidal pore shapes. Using initially elliptical pore shapes yielded the same final shape. The resulting minimal pore shapes and energies were analyzed as a function of pore dimension and lipid composition. Previous studies either assumed or confined pore shapes, thereby tacitly supplying an unspecified amount of energy to maintain shape. The shapes derived in the present study were outputs of calculations and an externally provided energy was not supplied. Our procedure therefore yielded energy minima significantly lower than those reported in prior studies. The membrane of minimal energy pores bowed outward near the pore lumen, yielding a pore length that exceeded the distance between the two fusing membranes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Membrane fusion involves the formation and then expansion of a fusion pore that connects two formerly separate membranes. The fusion pore is a circular, hourglass shaped membrane bilayer whose inner rim forms a channel between the respective interior membrane compartments. From a theoretical point of view, the energies required for pore formation and pore enlargement depend on the precise shape of the fusion pore, and consequently the pore shape that minimizes energy must be sought. An assumed pore shape will generally not be one of minimal energy, and consequently external energy must be provided to maintain the artificially imposed shape. Methods to calculate shapes of fusion pores of minimal energy would therefore greatly aid in understanding the mechanisms of fusion. A suitable method must be based on physical principles and should have few adjustable parameters.
But a suitable method has yet to be developed. In this study we develop a method that does meet these criteria.
In past studies, the pore has often been assumed, for analytical convenience, to be toroidal [5, 6] . However, this assumption leads to energies required for pore enlargement to be inordinately large, and perhaps, experimentally unrealizable. Improvements have been made by making the pore elliptical [21] or piecewise catenoidal [25, 30] . Relatively recently, a coursegrained molecular dynamics calculation was used to obtain a minimum energy pore shape and an explicit functional form was assumed that allowed continuum membrane mechanics to obtain the same energy-minimized shape [40] . This study showed that a minimum energy pore bows out somewhat near the lumen to increase pore length, and the membranes relax to smaller separations as the distance from the lumen increases. To date, all continuum approaches in the study of fusion pores have used a small, finite number of degrees of freedom to construct pore shapes. Pore shapes, however, have infinitely many degrees of freedom and the energy of a pore is extremely sensitive to the precise shape. This implies that pore shapes derived from any calculation-from all atom, to course-grained, and through continuum-must carefully evaluate whether the derived shape is sensitive to any underlying parameter, such as a force field which is inferred from macroscopic (rather than molecular) experimental data. In the present study, we devise a procedure, without assuming any functional forms, to minimize the energy of a fusion pore within the context of continuum membrane mechanics. The procedure is general, allowing minimal energy pore shapes to be obtained for any continuum Hamiltonian. For example, the role of proteins in controlling pore shape can be incorporated once experimentalists measure (for example, by Atomic Force Microscopy) the forces exerted by the proteins.
There is a strong connection between the continuum energies used to describe liquid crystals and the energies used to describe bilayers [27] . A lipid bilayer is a lyotropic phase that possesses both orientational and positional structure [8, 34] , and bilayer elastic energy is determined both by the shape of its monolayer neutral surfaces and the mean orientation of the lipid molecules [19, 22, 24] . Monolayer bending energy is analogous to the splay energy from the theory of liquid crystals [19, 35] . Drawing on this connection, we describe a monolayer by its neutral surface and a director field for the mean lipid orientation. We let the bending energy of the bilayer be the sum of the two monolayer energies. In addition to the elastic deformation of the neutral surfaces, surface stretching and tilt deformations of individual lipid molecules are allowed. The splay energy competes with the tilt energy which aligns the lipid tails to the neutral surface normal. The monolayers are coupled by a steric interaction penalizing any interstices (voids) between opposing hydrocarbon tails. The description of a bilayer through its neutral surfaces and directors has the advantage that arbitrary configurations of two opposing monolayers can be calculated; additional interactions between monolayers can also be readily introduced. The resulting minimized energy yields a pore with membranes that bow outward near the lumen, as was reported in preliminary findings [29] .
In the past two decades, significant efforts have been devoted by mathematicians and biophysicists in modeling the dynamics and minimal shapes of bilayers. Mathematically, this is challenging because great care must be taken in discretizing long range deformations, the higher order membrane surface energies, and possible changes in topology. Modern math-ematical methods, such as the implicit interfaces methods [7, [10] [11] [12] and direct boundary integral and immersed boundary approaches [3, 9, 28, 32] , calculate the elastic energy of a bilayer in terms of the principal curvatures of the neutral surfaces, assuming that lipid orientation is normal to the neutral surface. Mathematical studies minimizing the Helfrich mean curvature squared energy of surfaces have been presented [31, 38, 39] . These approaches describe the bilayer by one mathematical surface; they give an accurate determination of membrane energy when curvatures are small compared to inverse membrane thickness, as is the case for relatively large vesicles and liposomes. Fusion pores, however, are highly curved and deform on scales comparable to the bilayer thickness. Here, the bilayer must be modeled as two monolayers: the calculation of fusion pore bilayer energy must account for differences in shape assumed by the two opposing monolayers.
A stalk is a fusion intermediate that leads to hemifusion, [22] . In stalks and in the hemifused state, interstices would form in the bilayer core if only membrane curvature were considered. But the formation of interstices is energetically unfavorable because of the large surface tension of the hydrocarbon-water interface. Consequently, monolayers undergo deformations that create sharp corners, thereby filling in the interstices that would have been created by monolayer curvature alone [23, 24] . Unrelated to fusion, bilayers can exist in rippled laminar phases that contain sharp kinks [26] . Thus, in stalk formation, hemifusion, and rippled phases, the mean curvature square energy gives an unrealistic evaluation of membrane elastic energy. Instead, defining the elastic energy in terms of a lipid director that is different than the surface normal alleviates this problem [19, 23] , giving an accurate determination of membrane energy. Only a few mathematical treatments have allowed the director to deviate from the perpendicular direction of the surface when calculating elastic energy [20, 33] . Investigators have devised finite element models for almost flat membranes driven by competition between in-plane orientational order and bending energies [1, 16, 37] .
Motivated by recent studies in surfactant monolayers, [2] have performed a finite element analysis of a nonlinear surface-director model for membranes where the lipid director induces a spatially varying spontaneous curvature. In the biophysical literature, the deviation between the lipid director and surface normal has been allowed by introducing the deformation of tilt [18, 24] . But in the biophysical literature, elastic energies have been obtained predominantly for specific geometries [5, 6, 21] . Specifying a geometry implicitly assumes that an undefined, external force-which varies with conditions-is applied to maintain the shape of the bilayer. Models with undefined variable energies can be misleading, as pointed out in other contexts [13, 14, 36] .
In the next Section we define the bilayer elastic energy and energy of pore formation. A discretization and minimization scheme is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we analyze the shapes and energies of fusion pore bilayers as a function of pore dimension and lipid composition.
II. ELASTIC ENERGY FUNCTIONAL
The elastic energy of the fusion pore is calculated by the integral
Integrations are performed along the neutral surfaces of each monolayer: the non-primed mathematical surface Σ is created from the proximal monolayers and the primed surface Σ ′ is derived from the distal monolayers ( Figure 1 ). In the case of cell-cell fusion, the proximal and distal monolayers are the outer and inner monolayers, respectively. A lipid bilayer membrane is represented by two surfaces. It is known that modeling a bilayer by a single surface incorrectly yields fusion pore energies that are lower, sometimes significantly, than the true energy of the bilayer [21] . Within each surface, the vector field d (resp. It is useful to compare the elastic energy (1) in our formulation and the model used in [2] . Both models involve a penalty term-referred to here as tilt-that provides the energy resulting from the deviation of the director field from the surface normal. Here, the leading
2 permit the formation of corners, such as the Yshaped configurations formed at the rim of a hemifusion diaphragm [22] . In [2] , the leading order terms involve the surface curvatures (∇ · n − δ∇ · d) 2 and the full surface gradient |∇ Σ d| 2 . Including the surface gradient energy has the advantage that one is able to derive discrete a priori estimates and prove the existence of minimal configurations. Here, the term ∇ · d gives the splay density while in [2] , the term ∇ · d plays the role of a spatially varying spontaneous curvature.
We assume that Σ, Σ ′ , d, and d ′ are axisymmetric. The surface divergence is
where s is the arclength parameter of the curve, of length l, that parametrizes the cross section of the surface. Here, e s is the unit tangent to the curve, and e r and e z are the radial and height basis vectors, respectively. The integral is computed with area differential dS = 2πrds for 0 < s < l. In the absence of lipid tilt (d = n, d ′ = n ′ ), fusion pore energy reduces to the usual Helfrich bending energy
where k 1 , k 2 and k however, differ from a 0 , resulting in a local stretching energy density
The modulus of stretching k S for a monolayer is large, 30 kT nm −2 , (60 kT nm −2 or 240 dyn cm −1 for the bilayer , [15] ) compared to the other moduli. Consequently, the area per lipid is almost constant even when tension is applied to a monolayer. Dividing (2) by a and summing over the proximal and distal monolayers yields the total stretching energy
For axisymmetric surfaces, the local stretching energy density is made explicit by the limit
For moderate pore radii, the local stretching energy density e(p, D) is small if the lipid director D is simultaneously normal to the neutral surface and has length h 0 . We have arrived at (2) and (3) by applying the (global) stretching energy formula-which implicitly assumes homogeneity of lipid density-locally to monolayers where lipid density may vary as the bilayer deforms.
To couple the monolayers and prevent the formation of voids in the bilayer core, we incorporate a void penalty term
where M is the midplane surface between monolayers, p and p ′ are opposing points in the distal and proximal neutral surfaces, 
models a linear increase in bending modulus as a function of penetration depth of interdigitation. The parameter λ is a proportionality constants between the bending modulus and depth of penetration. Molecular dynamics simulations might provide these parameters as part of a larger multiscale analysis.
We use boundary conditions that model a fusion pore connecting two infinite, flat bilayers.
In order to fuse, separated bilayers must be brought into close proximity, ranging from 2 are therefore essentially localized to the site of pore nucleation. By confining the bilayer geometry exterior to the computational domain, minimal energies can be parametrized in terms of pore dimensions (r p and r b ). Also, our results can be directly compared to prior theoretical studies ( [5, 6, 21, 30, 40] ) which also assumed that the fusion pore connects two infinite, flat bilayers. Therefore, we assume that the fusion pore lies within the computational region 0 < r < L and possesses reflectional symmetry about the plane {z = 0}. We further assume that for radii L large compared to the fixed pore radius r p (the distance from the z-axis to the pore lumen) the bilayer is planar and maintained at a fixed distance of separation r b between the respective proximal neutral surfaces. Eight constraints (four for each monolayer) provide the boundary conditions needed to formulate the minimization problem:
The first two boundary conditions in (5) position the proximal and distal neutral surfaces along the pore rim at distances r = r p + 2h 0 and r = r p respectively. The third and fourth boundary conditions in (5) connect the pore with a planar bilayer separated by a distance
The boundary conditions (6) fulfill the requirement that the bilayer has reflectional symmetry and is horizontal at the extremities of the computational domain.
A. The Energy of Pore Formation
The energy of pore formation is defined as:
We use two planar bilayers with the same area as the fusion pore as the reference state to calculate pore energies. Energy of pore formation accounts for the change in energy due to conservative deformations but does not evaluate the energy lost through viscous dissipation.
Minimization of E PF subject to boundary conditions (5-6) determines the conditions that permit energetically favored pore expansion as a function of pore radius r p .
In order to show that E PF is the appropriate quantity to minimize, we relate it to the total energy of the fusion pore. Consider the reference energy
of two planar bilayers with proximal and distal areas A 0 and A ′ 0 respectively which deform into the shape of a fusion pore. The fusion pore lying within the computational region 0 < r < L has proximal and distal areas A and A ′ respectively and the planar portions lying outside the computational region L ≤ r have area A 0 − A and A 0 − A ′ respectively. Then, the elastic energy of the fusion pore plus the energy of the remaining planar part is
We have thus established that E PF is the total energy of the pore, E Total , relative to the reference energy E Ref .
Since the reference energy is constant, minimizing the energy of pore formation is equivalent to minimizing the total energy. We therefore minimize the energy of pore formation (7) plus the penalty terms for stretching membranes (3) and preventing voids (4):
Hence, pore energy consists of splay, tilt, local stretching, and void penalty energies.
III. DISCRETIZATION AND MINIMIZATION
To numerically evaluate fusion pore energy, the bilayer was divided into N discrete elements, forming a piecewise linear approximation of the neutral surfaces. The basic element consisted of two quadrilaterals bound on four sides-by a neutral surface, the bilayer midplane, and two edges parallel to the lipids. The energies E P F and E V were calculated by standard numerical quadrature and finite difference formulas using piecewise linear functions to track the grid points p (resp. p ′ ) of the head group on the neutral surface and the end-points p+ D (resp. p ′ + D ′ ) of the acyl chains. The stretching energy E S was calculated by
where a n,0 = v n /h 0 resp. a ′ n,0 = v ′ n /h 0 and v n , a n resp. v ′ n , a n are the volume and head group surface area of the nth proximal resp. distal monolayer elements (see Equation 2 ). The neutral surfaces are mathematically smooth and we found that a few hundred elements give a highly accurate approximation of the energy.
It was helpful to partition the more curved portions of the bilayer with more grid points.
Points were spaced evenly along the midplane in the parallel portion of the membrane. A finer discretization was chosen along the midplane near the rim of the pore, where the membrane is necessarily more curved (Figure 1) . We spaced the grid points quadratically (as a function of arc length) in the curved portion. This ensured the quality of the representation near the highly curved portion of the pore and guaranteed an accurate calculation of the curvature dependent elastic terms. We found that in practice, too few representative elements at the rim caused the discretization to fail, resulting in an unphysical fissure near the pore rim during the minimization procedure. The mesh quality was maintained throughout the minimization procedure by requiring that the grid points approximating the midplane maintain their initial spacing. We note that the mathematical grid points specify the representative elements and not necessarily the location of lipid or head groups. This redistribution of representative elements (analogous to moving the rings of a shower curtain on a curved rod), does not alter the value of the calculated energy of the pore shape and allows the minimization to be performed without the need for re-discretization.
The method of steepest gradient descent was applied to the membrane shape subject to boundary conditions (5-6) and fixed parameters r p , r b , h 0 , k 0 , k ′ 0 , L, and N. To iteratively minimize energy, a toroidal fusion pore was used as the initial shape. The proximal rim of the toroidal pore was modeled as a quarter of a circle with radius r b /2. The membrane extended parallel to the r-axis for the planar portion of the initial pore ( Figure 1A ). Let
, and D ′ (s, t) define the proximal and distal monolayers at time t; s is a parametrization which is no longer necessarily arc-length. Then the (continuous) gradient flow parabolic system is
where δ denotes the Euler-Lagrange derivative. Equations (12) form a system of second order parabolic equations and, along with boundary conditions (5-6), solutions satisfy the relevant energy monotonicity property
∂p ∂s e r − ∂ ∂s gave the minimum values E = 13.12 kT, 13.14 kT, and 13.26 kT for N = 180, 200, and 220 respectively. To validate the precision of the numerical quadrature, the numerically obtained energy of the initial shape was calculated for the case k 0 = k ′ 0 = 0 and compared to the analytically determined exact value of energy of a toroidal fusion pore [5] . The two energies agreed for all parameters r p , r b , and h 0 that were used.
Energy minimization of any single fusion pore shape can be computationally costly, taking up to a few hours on a single computing processor. For the first˜10-20 iterations, a small value of ∆t = 0.1 was required for Newton's method to converge. However, energy minima were typically reached after a total descent time on the order of t = 10 5 . To speed up convergence to mininimal energy, we employed an adaptive time stepping scheme: the time step ∆t was doubled if Newton's method converged within tolerance in less than four steps and ∆t was halved if the Newton's method did not converge within ten steps. By analyzing the rate at which energy converged, we estimated the number of iterations needed to achieve a sufficiently close approximation of minimal energy. As a stopping criterion, the minimization was terminated if further iterations reduced energy by at most 1.0 kT (0.5% relative error). This was satisfied when i > −3 log(10)/ log ρ where i is the number of iterations and ρ = lim i→∞ (E i+1 − E i )/(E i − E i−1 ). We found that the rate of energy decay ρ ranged between 0.96 and 0.995.
Shapes minimizing energy were uniquely determined by the physical constants and boundary conditions, and were independent of the assumed initial shape. An elliptical fusion pore was formed by using an ellipse connected to a line parallel with the r-axis in place of the circular arc used to form the toroidal fusion pore. Although the energies of elliptical and toroidal fusion pores are quite different [21] , the gradient descent procedure we employed deformed both initial shapes into the same teardrop shape; one which minimizes E.
IV. MINIMAL ENERGY SHAPES
Minimal energy shapes were calculated for pore radii in the range 1.5 nm < r p < 8. . We used a monolayer bending modulus of k B = 10 kT and tilt modulus k T = 10 kT nm −2 , [18] . For the void penalty parameter, we used k V = 100 kT nm −2 , a value sufficient to prevent the formation of voids between two monolayers.
We used N = 200 elements to discretize the bilayer for all simulations. In applying the time adaptive, iterative gradient descent scheme to the initial shape, the energy dropped rapidly, by tens of kT, over the first few iterations (∆t = 0.1), and then continued decreasing but at a deccelerated rate. The rapid initial decrease in energy was due to a combination of lipid tilt and a bowing of bilayer out of the planar configuration. Bowing continued until the final bilayer configuration consisted of untilted lipids lying along a teardrop shaped profile.
In other words, lipid tilt contributed zero energy to minimal shapes; all the energy was contributed by bending of the proximal and distal surfaces.
A. Symmetric Bilayers
The spontaneous curvature in both monolayers is equal in a symmetric bilayer. We considered three possibilities for the values of spontaneous curvature: [17, 21] . Increasing the spontaneous curvature in both monolayers had the effect of increasing the energy of pore formation.
E was an increasing function for zero or positive spontaneous curvature for r p > 3 nm, prohibiting pore expansion. For these symmetric bilayers, pore energy is upwardly convex and possesses a minimum value in the range 1 nm < r p < 4.5 nm, which is comparable to bilayer thickness. For negative spontaneous curvature, e.g.
decreasing function of r p . This means that once a pore is formed, it will reach a state of lower total energy by widening independently of external forces, such as those exerted by 
Bowing of the bilayer increases with pore radius, but decreases with spontaneous curvature.
proteins (Figure 4).
A change in spontaneous curvature also resulted in a change of the minimized shape.
Physically, the shape achieved its minimum energy by adjusting the extent of the bowing out of the pore so as to match the mean curvature (splay) with the spontaneous curvature at the pore rim. As a consequence of this physical principle, bowing was most severe for negative spontaneous curvature ( Figure 5A ), intermediate for zero spontaneous curvature, and least-pronounced for positive spontaneous curvature. This order follows the order of meridian curvature: least for negative mean curvature, greater for zero mean curvature, and greatest for positive mean curvature. We thus arrive at the rule that bowing of the bilayer 
. Note that energy of pore formation decreases with increasing bilayer separation.
increases with pore radius but decreases with spontaneous curvature ( Figure 5 ).
To test the generality of the rule that negative spontaneous curvature leads to pore expansion, and zero and positive spontaneous curvature prohibits pore expansion, we analyzed the dependence of E on membrane thickness (Figure 4 ) and bilayer separation ( Figure 6 ).
Increasing bilayer thickness, by letting h 0 = 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 nm respectively, led to a slight upward shift and steepening of slope in the dependence of E on r p . Thus the effect of spontaneous curvature on pore expansion and suspension is amplified by increasing membrane thickness (Figure 4) . Increasing bilayer separation, by letting r b = 2.5 nm, 3.0 nm, 3.4 nm, 4 nm, and 5 nm respectively, led to a relatively uniform decrease in E as a function of r p , with energy decreasing the most for pores with symmetric, negative spontaneous curvature ( Figure 6 ).
B. Anti-symmetric Bilayers
The spontaneous curvature in the respective monolayers has the same magnitude but opposite sign for an anti-symmetric fusion pore. We used the values k 0 = −k proximal layer than in the distal layer. Consequently, energy decreases when the curvature of the distal layer has negative spontaneous curvature and the proximal layer has positive spontaneous curvature ( Figure 7A-C) . By the same reasoning, energy increases if the sign of these curvatures is switched. But even the energetically most favorable combination of spontaneous curvature does not lead to pore expansion. In all cases for anti-symmetric fusion pores, E was an increasing function of pore radius when r p > 3 nm. As was the case for symmetric bilayers with zero or positive spontaneous curvature, the energy of a pore was upwardly convex and possesses a minimum value and the location of the minimum, 1.5 < r p < 3 nm, a value again comparable to the bilayer thickness.
C. Asymmetric Bilayers
In the symmetric and anti-symmetric cases, positive spontaneous curvature in at least one of the monolayers resulted in E increasing with r p . We thus consider the opposite extreme, where the spontaneous curvature in both the distal and proximal layer is negative, but not equal. We studied the combinations k 0 = −0.05, k The pore is more likely to expand if the spontaneous curvature is more negative in the proximal layer than in the distal layer.
−0.05 nm −1 , [17, 21] . Here, the energy of pore formation does not have a minimum; instead energy is a decreasing function of pore radius for all values of r p . The same held for the case of a symmetric bilayer with negative spontaneous curvature. The overall energy decreased if the distal layer has the more negative value of spontaneous curvature ( Figure 8 ). We thus arrive at the rule : pore expansion in symmetric and asymmetric bilayers is promoted by negative spontaneous curvature. Pores in bilayers with negative spontaneous curvature in both monolayers lower their total energy by widening, independently of external forces.
D. Discussion
We found minimal energy shapes amongst all possible shapes having a pore radius r p and bilayer separation r b as a function of spontaneous curvature and membrane thickness.
Energies are presented in terms of pore radius to be able to understand whether a fusion pore in bilayers of specific compositions, with fixed separation, will spontaneously expand or not. Because all shapes considered by prior theories are captured by our method, we have found energy minima which are less than those reported previously. The difference between our minima and those reported previously [6, 21, 40] , is significant-on the same order as the total energy of the pore itself. The results of this study also show that the energy of the reference state must be treated in a self-consistent manner in order to obtain minimal pore energies.
Minimizing E PF (Equation 7) will give a smaller energy of pore formation than if one minimized E B (Equation 1) first and subtracts the energy A
2 ) of a planar bilayer with the same area A. That is, perhaps surprisingly, the energy of the reference bilayer must be subtracted before applying the minimization procedure if a true minimum is to be obtained. The calculated minimum energy is higher if the reference energy is subtracted subsequent to minimization [21, 40] , because the energy of pore formation can decrease by incorporating more of the planar bilayer into the fusion pore, an effect that is only captured if the energy of the planar bilayer is consistently subtracted before minimizing.
We have found E is a decreasing function of pore radius when the spontaneous curvature of both layers is negative (Figures 1 and 4) . Explicitly, when k 0 , k ′ 0 < 0, E decreases sharply for small values of r p and continues to decrease, albeit less steeply, for all larger values of r p .
This occurs because the energy of the bilayer is reduced by deforming the planar portion, with nonzero energy density, into a curvature that matches spontaneous curvature. Because a highly curved axisymmetric membrane has a large meridian curvature within the pore, the bilayer energetically prefers a negatively curved configuration. Conversely, lipids with positive and zero spontaneous curvature inhibited pore expansion as E was an increasing function of r p for moderate values of pore radius. Previous investigations have studied shapes constrained to certain geometries. Because these constrained minimization focused only on a low dimensional subset of all possible membrane shapes, this potentially important dependence of energy on pore radius and spontaneous curvature was missed. Increasing the thickness of the membrane (i.e., increasing h 0 ) and keeping other parameters fixed leads to a moderate, but uniform, increase in energy of pore formation. The shape of a toroidal fusion pore is completely determined by the boundary conditions yielding zero degrees of freedom. In the continuum approaches [21, 40] , the fusion pore geometry was defined in terms of polynomials; polynomial coefficients yielded three or four degrees of freedom. In the present study, we used arbitrarily many degrees of freedom capable of representing any smooth shape, yielding an absolute minimum energy.
Experimentally, an energy of pore formation E = 58 kT for zero spontaneous curvature is large when compared to thermal energy (∼ 1 kT). The spontaneous curvature of DOPC (dioleoylPC) is close to zero, at the slightly negative value -0.05 nm −1 [4] , and bilayers composed of DOPC are stable for hours and even days; they do not spontaneously fuse. The spontaneous curvature of DOPE is approximately -0.35 nm −1 , significantly more negative than DOPC, and bilayers composed of DOPE readily fuse. For membranes with negative spontaneous curvature, we found that the energy for pore formation is close to zero or negative (hashed line, Figure 4 and solid line, Figure 8) . Therefore, the dependence of our numerically evaluated minimal pore energies on spontaneous curvature is in accord with the experimental observations.
We performed two simulations to determine whether the minimum pore energy was sensitive to surface tension. In one simulation we applied a stretching tension k S = 30 kT nm −2 ;
in the other we set k S = 0 kT nm −2 , substituting the stretching energy E S with
The functionalẼ S models a spring constant for the tail groups for which we used the valuẽ k S = 20 kT nm −3 . In the first simulation, the minimum energy was E = 58 kT. In the second simulation, the minimum energy was E = 55.5 kT. For bilayers with constant lipid length |D| = |D ′ | = h 0 , energy of pore formation is slightly smaller than bilayers with varying lipid length when stretching tension is applied. We conclude that splay is dominant and that tilt and stretching contribute relatively little to the total energy of minimal pore shapes.
Spontaneous curvature is determined by lipid composition. Additional internal and external forces also control pore expansion. Surface tension is one such force, and it can be varied and controlled in model and biological systems. We considered an energy of pore We have dealt with the boundary conditions (5-6) for an infinite, planar bilayer. This was done in order to be able to compare our minimal shapes and energies with those found in the literature, which also assume infinite flat membranes [5, 6, 21, 30, 40] . By varying the boundary conditions, the shapes of fusion pores connecting curved membranes can be studied. For example, we considered the same boundary conditions, except that the fusion pore connects two spheres of the identical radii R with their closest points separated by 3 nm. This required specifying an angle α and distance r b where the fusion pore meets the boundary of the computational domain ( Figure 10 all cases.
Because the elastic energy function is highly sensitive to membrane shape, assuming a specific shape or functional form for the fusion pore may lead to theoretical conclusions which do not reflect the real system. The major advantage of our method is that it predicts minimal energy shapes by continuum mechanics without prior knowledge of what the fusion pore should look like. As an important consequence, our variational method does not artificially inject energy into the system. [40] found by coarse-grained molecular dynamics that, energetically, fusion pores should bow perpendicularly from the bilayers near the pore rim. This course-grained determined geometry was captured by continuum mechanics by assuming rational functions (instead of polynomials) tailored to produce the desired membrane shape. To reliably arrive at theoretical predictions and/or principles, it is important that shapes not depend on artificially imposed functional forms, but instead be outputs of a calculation. Precise membrane shapes of plasma and organelle membranes are continually changing. In some cases, such as exoand endocytosis, the changes are not just in shape, but in topology. A procedure that does not make a priori assumptions regarding membrane shape should therefore find wide applicability in membrane biophysics.
It is possible that there are other axisymmetric pore shapes which are local minima and have elastic energies even smaller than the minimal energies found by our gradient flow procedure. We have calculated minimal energy shapes which evolve from initially toroidal shapes by a path of steepest descent. The surface geometry and director fields are coupled through nonlinear interactions. This makes a determination of global minimality a challenging analytical problem beyond the scope of this study.
Our study used a time variable in the steepest gradient descent procedure. When formulated as the dissipation equation, steepest gradient descent allows calculations of time dependent phenomena that are not energetically conservative. We used the simplified dissipation function ∆T |v| 2 where v is the discrete velocity vector of the grid point positions.
However, it is possible to use the dissipation equation to extend our energetic analysis to derivations for realistic time courses of pore evolution. This is achieved by defining a dissipation function to account for the membrane viscosity. This would allow us to evaluate the dynamics of pore enlargement in an energetically self consistent manner.
V. CONCLUSION
A variational procedure was developed to find minimal energy shapes of fusion pores.
The bilayer was described using a surface-director model where bending energy-comprised of splay and tilt-was minimized, and two opposing, volumetrically incompressible monolayers were coupled through steric and stretching interactions. Minimal energy shapes were found and the energy was analyzed as a function of pore dimension and lipid composition.
The fact that the minimal energies found by our method are significantly less than those reportedly previously underscores the need for numerical procedures to calculate precise energies of membrane shapes with arbitrary geometry, a factor which is especially important for accurately predicting membrane dynamics in experimental systems. In the present study, we limited our focus to the static, minimization problem. Most biological membrane processes are dynamic, and therefore are strongly regulated by the viscous environment in which they occur. A major goal of biophysics and biomathematics is to describe the physical forces that control these processes and their dynamics. The variational approach we have now developed can be expanded to account for the consequences of energy dissipation that result from viscous forces.
